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A year ago,his fathers headless body was found in the ill-fated fishing boat,Kuber

 hijacked by the terrorists who carried out the 26/11 Mumbai attacks. Yet on the

first anniversary of Amarsinh Solankis death,his son,Dilip,will be at the Bhimpur

police station in Daman,away from his family. Dilip cannot take a couple of days

off to join his family in Diu.

The 22-year-old was recruited by Daman police as a constable in August. He said:

I had joined only in August. Many others are on leave,so my services are

required at this time. Besides,to support my family I need this job. It takes a day

to reach Diu and another to come back. As I cant join my family,I pray for my

father here,alone.

Amarsinh was the tandel (captain) of Kuber for two years and headed a five-

member crew. The bodies of his crewmen were never found,while his headless

body,was found from the abandoned trawler near the Gateway of India in

Home Cities Ahmedabad

Call of duty keeps Kuber
captains son away
A year ago,his fathers headless body was found in the ill-fated fishing
boat,Kuber-hijacked by the terrorists who carried out the 26/11 Mumbai
attacks.
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Mumbai.

The eldest of three siblings,Dilip had to become the sole breadwinner of his

family after his fathers death. A fresh graduate,Dilip has worked hard to sustain

his family and also continue his studies,and even a year later,has little time to

mourn his father s death. I had no choice but to accept the fact and move on. My

two brothers,Hitesh,who is an undergraduate,and Pritesh,who is in Class XI,and

mother needed support, he said.

The police station has become Dilips second home. He shares the upper

floor,which has a hall and a kitchen,with three other constables. In a corner of

the room,I have placed my fathers photo next to that of deities. He was an

inspiration and will always be. He always wanted us to make it big in life.

Though he was a fisherman all his life,he ensured that all his three sons received

education. I have a job now and I have to ensure that my two brothers complete

their studies and settle down, he said.

He added,I have learnt a lot in the last one year. One has to move on,if not for

himself,then for the family.
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164 children rescued from beggary in
Bangaluru city
The operation that began around 10 am focused
on traffic signals and important roads to locate
beggars, police said.
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